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About Collabforge

We believe genuine collaboration is 
a scalable capability that can be 
learned and designed

We partner with public sector orgs 
to build capability & enable change

We openly share our technology & 
knowledge



400 public sector projects in 10 years

Our experience
World’s first “city plan anyone can edit”

100-person collaborative planning day

Crowdsourced social policy framework

Engaged PT users create to transport apps

Developed international aid innovation lab

Engagement design & platform for 5yr strategy



CRC Collaboration Accelerator

Outcomes
● Common language and process 

for collaboration

● Increased groupwork capabilities 
improve meeting productivity

● Digital collaboration tools 
introduced

● Keep your team on track for 
successful bid delivery

Activities
● In-person team-building workshops

● Regular coaching (remote)

● CRC Collaboration Guide & 
Collaborative Bid Guide 

● Support for using online tools

● Connections to other CRCA 
approved services, resources

contact@collabforge.com



About Today

Action learning: You can’t practice collaboration alone!

New Ideas: Introducing new ideas and exploring them

New Connections: Building your network & relationships

Key Principles

Flow of Day

Introduction to the subject & experience 

Theory & deep dives into ideas

Application of the methods 



Collaboration 
can be messy!

Collaboration is unpredictable & outcomes are emergent 

This requires agile ways of thinking & working 

Can be unsettling - esp for more traditional bureaucratic 
cultures - but it can be learned!



Making Toast



Creating together

Defining
collaboration

Add/edit/delete rights to 
a shared pool of content



Individual elements 
brought into a space that 
foregrounds patterns

Add / edit / delete rights to 
a shared pool of content

Individual contributions to a 
process that aggregates for 
gain

Collaboration

Cooperation

Coordination



Anatomy of collaborative community

Cooperating
Community

Coordinated
Crowd

9%

90%

1%

Creating concepts, ideas, 
outputs, doing heavy lifting

Transactional exchanges, 
gate keepers, fulfilling 
briefs

Kept informed, brought along 
on the journey, advocates

Collaborating 
Core



Cooperating
Community

Coordinated
Crowd
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%

90%
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Bad Collaboration



Endless
discussion

How collaboration fails

Competing 
Visions

Divergent 
plans

One-sided 
outcomes

“Dissonance”

Misunderstanding



Active
Contribution

How collaboration scales

Shared 
Vision

Shared 
Plan

Shared 
Outcome

“Consonance”

Shared
Understanding



ConsonanceDissonance

Resolve dissonance while 
maintaining momentum



The challenge

Resolving dissonance while 
maintaining momentum
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Lego Challenge

1. Plan: Get on the same 
page, create a shared 
vision (05 minutes)

2. Build: Co-create, learn & 
refine your vision as you 
go (07 minutes)

3. Reflect: What happened, 
what worked, what didn’t 
& why (06 minutes)

The easiest, fastest, funnest way to build collaboration capability

Process for each Round



Step 1: Plan your creation

What are the important concepts to consider in your design?

Why is your creation important to your community?

What are your three must-have features?

How will you start building together?



Step 2: Build!



Step 3: Reflect

Individually complete your Collaboration Self Assessment

Share your results. 

Further topics for discussion:

What worked well, what didn't - from an individual, group, 
planning, process or outcome perspective?

Were there inflection points in the process, where things took a 
turn for the better or worse?




